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- NASA's Interstellar Program was begun in the
Springof1999afterayearofadvancedmission
and
program planning activities, reported previously in a paper
deliveredatthe1999IEEEAerospaceConference.
Summarized here is the progress towards defining the first
mission in the Interstellar Program: Interstellar Probe (ISP).
Thismissionwillbethefirsttoprobetheinterstellar
mediumwithacompletesetofscientificinstruments
designedforsuchexplorationand
is expectedto be a
precursor and a significant testbed for technologies being
developed for eventual travel to the nearest star. Exploration
of the interstellar medium is the objective of theInterstellar
Probe mission. The interface between our solar system and
galaxy defines the cross over into the
interstellar medium
and is the minimum target distance, thought to be beyond
125 AU. A mission requirement, therefore, is to reach 200
A U in fifteen yearsor less witha scientifically capable
payloadpackage.Timeanddistanceare
key design
requirements, and advanced propulsion technology is a key
enableroftheInterstellarProbemission.Another
key
mission goal is to launch in the 2010 time period; thereby
setting associated advanced technology goals of readiness
by about 2007. Solar sail propulsion has been baselined for
the mission design concept. Key trades are sail technology
development requirements as a function of trip time to 200
AU and the payload mass that can be delivered and operated
at that distance. This paper provides strawman payload and
measurement requirements, technology and mission trade
information,andabaselinesystemdesign,includinga
configurationconcept.Alternatetechnologyoptionsare
described.
Abstract
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1 . INTRODUCTION
Technology advances in the space exploration arena appear
to be accelerating at a rate difficult to have predicted only a
be has
short time ago. Our vision of missions that might
often fallen behind what could be. This paper suggests that
the first stage of interstellar exploration is ready to begin, as

' The research described in this paper was carried out by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology under contract wlth the
National Aeronautlcs and Space Administration.
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suggested and outlinedin [I]. The Interstellar Probe mission
is the subject of this paper. This mission, the first to probe
the interstellar medium with a complete set of scientific
instruments designed for such exploration, is expected to be
a precursor and a significant testbed for technologies being
developed for eventual travel to the neareststar.
Summarized in this paper is the material developed over a
five-monthperiod
by aJPLteamofmission/system
designers
and
advanced
technology
developers
for
presentation to NASA Headquarters in the summer of 1999.
The rationale for the first mission is based on being able to
explore new, exciting regions of space with new technology
that has recently come onto the scene. The focus is an endto-end mission/system design that is integrated and based on
technology predicted tobe in place by about 2007. Selection
of solar sail technology for the baseline design was made
basedonavailableinformationregardingreadinessand
performance;see [2]. Otherpropulsionsystemcandidates
continue tobe considered as options to
this baseline.
The baseline design is described in an evolutionary manner,
with
science
requirements
defined
first,
mission
requirements and baseline architecture next, and then the
resulting flight system design. New technology is the basis
for the design, and this driving factor
is brought into the
design at all levels. In particular, mission performance as a
function of solar sail technology capability is an important
trade in the mission architecture and analysis in Section 3,
Mission Concept Architectureand Design.

2. SCIENCE OBJECTIVES, PAYLOAD, AND
MEASUREMENT
REQUIREMENTS
InterstellarProbe'sexpeditionto200
AU andbeyond
provides the first comprehensive set of measurements of
plasma, neutrals, dust, magnetic fields, energetic particles,
cosmicrays,andinfraredemissionfromtheoutersolar
system through the boundaries of the heliosphere and
into
the Interstellar Medium (ISM) [3], [4]. This voyage enables
the achievement of scientific goals dating back to the early
1990s [5]. Specifically, the principal scientific objectives of
the Interstellar Probe mission areto:
1. Explore the nature of the
interstellar medium and its
implications for the originand evolution of matterin
our galaxy and the universe
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2. Explore the influence of theinterstellar medium on
the solar system, its dynamics and its evolution

requirements, as applicable to the ISP mission and system
design (notall-inclusive), are summarizedin Table 2.

3. Explore the impactof the solar system on the
interstellar medium as an example of the
interaction
of astellar system with its environment

The reference design is the result of mission and system
trades within technology and performance design spaces.
The mission and system concept, as developed at JPL and
discussed in this paper, met all science requirements. The
key trades affecting the reference mission follow.

4. Explore the outersolar system in search of clues to
its origin and to the nature of other
planetary systems

Key Mission Trades

Toachievethesebroadinterdisciplinaryobjectives,the
strawman scientific payload includes an advanced set of
miniaturized, low-power instruments specifically designed
tomakecomprehensive,
in situstudiesoftheplasma,
energetic particles, fields, and dust in the outer heliosphere
ISM. Theinstrumentsthatcomprisethe
andnearby
scientificpayload,alongwithindividualmeasurement
requirements, are compiledin Table 1.

To establish the baseline mission design, an assessment of
key missionparameterswasperformed.Principal
tothe
missiondesignweretrades
to understandhowsailareal
density, perihelion distance, and sail
jettison range affect
flight time and deliveredflight system mass.

3. MISSIONCONCEPT ARCHITECTURE
AND DESIGN
Mission Requirements

Sail areal density (sail subsystem mass/sail
area, os)is a
functionofmaterialproperties,designimplementation
(includescontrolscheme),
and technologyreadiness.
Downselection
to
a rotationally
stabilized
sail
implementation occurred after consideration of other sail
concepts [l]. Central to this selection is the estimate of a 1
d m 2 sailarealdensitybeingachievableforthisdesign
concept consistentwith a technology readiness date 2007.
of
The radius of perihelion can be varied to allow for faster
flight times to the target. The selection of the radius of
perihelion, for the reference mission, was a function of the
sail's capability to maintain performance for a given solar
flyby environment.

To fulfillthescienceobjectivesofthemission,
key
requirementsforthemissionandsystemdesignwere
developed.Thesegoverningrequirementsstemnotonly
from the science objectives,but also from programmatic and
technology
considerations.
In particular,
technology
maturity,developmentprograms,
andagency(NASA)
theme
timelines
were
considered.
The
primary

Table 1. Strawman Instrument Payload and Measurement Requirements

Measurement Requirement

Instrument

-0.001 nT in 3 axes

Magnetometer
Plasma and Radio Wave Sensor
S o h Windhterstellar PlasmaElectrons Spectrometer

I Pickup and Interstellar Ion Composition Spectrometer I

-

Interstellar Neutral Atom Spectrometer

IH,2H, ,He, 4He, C, 0.
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ions: 20 keVlq to2 MeV/q
e-: 10 keV to 1 MeV
H, He: 3 to 130 MeV;
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Cosmic Ray H, He, Electrons, Positron, y-Ray Burst
Instrument
Anomalous and Galactic Cosmic Ray Composition
Spectrometer
Dust Composition Instrument
Infrared Instrument
~~~~

~

Fnergetic Neutral Atom (ENA) Imager

1

E field, 5 Hz - 5k Hz
H, He, 10 eV-30 keV/q.
Electrons: 1 eV 2 keV
Ions of l<Z< 26 from 10 eV to 30 keV/q

Photometer
UV

35Z<30,61M<28;
1 5 E 5 300 MeV/n
> 1 O", kg;
Mass and composition for M
mass only for < 1 O", kg
2 to 150 -m
Energetic neutrals in the energy range
0.3 to7 keV
alpha Lyman
flux

- -
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Table 2. Key Mission and System Requirements

Category
Technology Cutoff Date
Project Start
Launch Date
End-to-End Cost

Trajectoly Design

Flight System

Requirement
2007
2001
2010

Delta IV Class vehicleor smaller Launch Vehicle
< $500 M
Flight Path: Target for “Nose” of Heliopause
Sail Jettison:I 5 0 AU
Flight Time: 200 AU in I15 years
Goal: 10 years
Range Goal: 400AU
Perihelion Range: 0.25AU
Launch C,: 0 km*/s?
Design Lifetime: 15years
Consumables: Size for30 years (400AU range goal)
Payload Accommodations:
Number of Instruments: 12
Mass: 25 kg
Power: 20 W
Observation Mode: Spinning Platform
Science Data: F/S DPUs for Processing
Provide Sci. Storage
Science Acquisition: Continuous at>50 AU
Science Downlink.: 25 bps at 200AU
Sail Areal Density: 1 g/mz
Implementation:
Spinning
Jettison Deployment Canisterhlechs.
Prior to Acceleration
DSN Coverage: 21 passdweek
Selected High-Rate Activity Periods

”

Solar Sail

Data Return Strategy
L

Figure 1 illustrates the trade among flightsystemmass
delivered, sail size, and different radii of perihelion for a
fixed sail areal density. This design space, coupled with the
projected technology readiness of the sail materials and the
requiredflightsystem
mass, allowsthe selection of a
reasonable solar flyby distance (0.25 AU) that minimizes
risk and design complexity.
The science requirement to begin data acquisition, free of
sail interactions, by 50 AU, led to trades in sail jettison
range. Figure 2 addresses flight system mass and sail size
as a function of sail jettison range and sail areal density. As
can be seen,there is very littledifference in the flight
system mass delivered (= 7 kg) between sail jettison ranges
of 5 and 50 AU (for the baseline mission with a fixed sail
area).
Figure 3 presents the general case forflight time trades
relative to delivered mass, sail size, and areal density. The
desired mission parameters are defined by the cross-hatched
box and were used, along with the trades in jettison range
and perihelion distance, as a starting input for the baseline
mission assessment.
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Figure 1 . Sail Performance: Radius of Perihelion Trade Space
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photon pressure increases), as close a solar flyby as possible
is necessary to maximize the thrust performance of the sail,
thereby maximizing delivered mass and minimizing flight
time.

To optimize the energy gain of the trajectory, the sail is first
used to reshape the flight path from Earth orbit into a close
high-speed solar flyby, such that the high photon pressure at
perihelion imparts a large acceleration to the flight system.
The close solar flyby increases the effectiveness of the sail
so much so that the heliocentric energy of the flight system
can be increasedfromnegativetopositive(withthe
necessary departure velocity) in just one perihelion passage.
The baseline trajectory was optimized using a model of the
sail as a flat perfect reflector so that the thrust from the
pressure of the sunlight is normal to the sail. With this
assumption,theflighttimeis
a functionof only the
characteristic acceleration, G , and the perihelion radius.
For this study, the performance of the flight system sail was
derated to 85% of that of an “ideal”sail. This derating
Figure 2. Sail Performance: Sail Jettison Range Trade Space with allows for such physical properties of the sail as less than
100% reflectivity, photon absorption and re-radiation, and
Areal Density
figure (shape) errors in the local and general surface of the
sail. The effective thrust available as a hnction of the sun
incidence angle (angle of the sun relative to the sail normal)
Trajectory Design
varies as the square of the cosine of the incidence angle for
an ideal sail. A more accurate (realistic) simulation of sail
The solar sail trajectory design described below is based on
performance requires further development
of sail models
the analysis described in [ 6 ] .A solar sail is used to increase
and algorithms. For the given maturity of the flight system
the energy of the flight system’s heliocentric orbit in order
design,however, thederatingto
85% isconsidered a
toachieveescape
in the direction ofthenose
of the
conservative approach to sail performance estimation.
heliopause. The location at which to increasetheorbit’s
energy is, in general, at perihelion. A sail’s AV is, however,
a minimum perihelion
Using these models and assuming
the sum of a continuously applied low thrust varying in
distanceof 0.25 AU, severalflight path options were
magnitude with heliocentric range. The incremental energy
examined to determine the required performance of the sail
change is proportional to the velocity at which the AV is
(i.e., a, ). Trajectories with 10- to 30-year flight times were
applied and is maximized when the applied AV is parallel to
investigated within the trade space. The reference trajectory
the velocity vector. Since the acceleration performance of a
selected is characterized by a 15-year flight time to 200 AU.
solar sail increases as the sail gets closer to the Sun (e.g.,
[SAIL AREA]”*

,

m

Figure 3. Flight Time to 200 AU Mission Trade Space
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This trajectory requires a “total sail loading” (not to be
<2.55 g/m2,
confusedwith“sailarealdensity”)of
necessary
to
achieve
the
required
characteristic
acceleration of3.039 mm/s2.
Figure 4 illustrates the reference trajectory, including sail
orientation along theflight path. Heliocentric and

geocentricspacecraftrangeasafunctionoftime
is
captured in Figure 5 . Key anglesofthespacecraft
relative to the Earth and Sun are given in Figure 6. Note
that the Earth is sometimes nearly face on to the sail and
sometimes edge on to the sail, presenting challenges to
the telecommunications system design within the inner
solar system.

Mars

15-Year Solar Sail to 200 AU
a, = 3.039 mm/s2
Vh = 14.127 AUNr
R,in

Earth

= 0.25 AU

Sail Jettlson at 5 AU
Jupiter
Long = 254.5 deg
Lat = 7.5 deg

SauedSweetser

Figure 4. Baseline Solar Sail Trajectory- 200 AU in 15 years
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Mission Projle

bus with all 12 instruments but without the sail, which is
jettisoned at 5 AU.

The primary events and phases of the baselined 200 AUin-15-year mission are shown in Figure 7. The solar sail
is deployed within the first few days after launch. During
the first 30 days of the mission, there is continuous DSN
coverageusingthe
34-m subnetfortrackingand
spacecraftcharacterization.Afterthisinitialperiod,
weekly DSN passes using the 34-m subnet are used for
spacecrafttracking,healthandsafetyassessment,and
I O AU (whichoccursat
uplinkcommandingthrough
Launch+l9 months).

During launch, thesail is stowed inside a canister attached
to both the spacecraft and the deployment module. After
thelaunchevent,the400-mdiameterspinningsailis
deployed by extending three 10-m booms with cold gas
systems and then rapidly rotating the wholestructure. The
deploymentdevice is immediately jettisoned after sail
deployment.Solarphotonpressureonthe
sail isthen
usedtodecrease thespacecraftvelocitysuchthatthe
spacecraft swings into the inner solar system and around
the sun with a perihelion of 0.25 AU. After accelerating
the spacecraft away from the sun, thesail is jettisoned at 5
AV of
AU. This baseline design provides a cumulative
>70 km/s, propelling the spacecraft to a distance of 200
AU from the sun in less than 15 years [7].

Perihelion is achievedapproximately 1 1 monthsafter
launch(0.25AU).Thesolar
sail is jettisoned at 5 A U
(Launch+lS months) and is followed by a spacecraft-sail
IO AU, high rate
separationmaneuver.Between5and
science data are collected (250 bps). Low rate science (25
bps) begins at 10 AU and continues for the duration of the
mission. Science data playback is accomplished using the
DSN 70-m subnet, with one pass per week required until
150 A U (Launch+l1.5 years), at which time two passes
per week will be required.

The spacecraft, exclusive of the sail and its deployment
hardware, is dominated by its antenna. The 2.7-m rigid
antenna functions as the main structure of the spacecraft,
withat least 12 instrumentsarrayedalong its rim.The
Ka-band
telecommunications
subsystem,
Reaction
ControlSystem(RCS),andAlkaliMetalThermal-toElectric Converters (AMTECs) are located at the base of
the antenna.

4. BASELINE
FLIGHT
SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION

At launch, this bus is attached to the sail canister, which is
connected to the sail deployment canister (mechanisms
forunfurlingthesolarsail).Oncethesolarsailis
deployed,themajority of deployment mechanisms are
jettisoned to minimize the mass
that must be accelerated.

The flight system functionally consists of three major
elements: the first element is used to deploy the sail, the
secondelementisthesailitselfand,
in itsfinal
configuration, the third element consists of the spacecraft
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Table 3. Mass and Power Summary, Baseline and Option

While sailing, the movement of the sail is controlled by
moving the spacecraft on a rail, which changes the center
ofmassofthesailcraftwithrespectto
its center of
pressure.
In its final configuration, the spacecraft is in a very slow
spin, with three 30-m-long deployed instrument booms.
Due to the extreme length of the mission, as much as
possible of the main spacecraft is block redundant. There
is also a 30% contingency added to the mass and power
tables to allowfor expected growthin the system.
The power subsystem will provide and distribute power to
the spacecraft as defined by the mission power modes.
The sizing of the power system was driven by a 30-year
mission lifetime goal, science operating requirements,and
thetelecommunicationssubsystem.Thestudyassumed
that consumables would be sized for the 30-year mission.
This resulted in a 316W beginning-of-life system supplied
by three next-generation Advanced Radioisotope Power
Source(ARPS) units. To preventinterferencewiththe
highly sensitive instruments, the spacecraft structure
is
required to have magnetic characteristics within the 0.01nT range and to combine multi-function elements asmuch
as possible.

Mass
Dry Mass
Fraction
(kg)
Solar Sail 3aseline
PAYLOAD
Instruments
Total
Payload
SCIENCE
Bus
Control
Attitude
0.2% Data and
Command
Power (tri-AMTECs 106 BOL ea.)
Propulsion for RCS
Structure, Including Control
Solar Sail ContainedAdapter
Cabling
Telecomm (2.7 m HGA)
Thermal (10RHUS + sunshade)
Science BusTotal

25.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

3.6
0.3
27.5
8.7
28.3
2.2
5.9
28.1
15.6

120.2

3.6
0.3
27.5
8.7
28.3
2.2
5.9
27.6
15.6
119.6

146.2

144.6

43.6
2.1

43.4
2.1

SCIENCE
CONFIGURATION
(WET)
Solar Sail

190.8
122.6

190.1
212.0

SAILING
CONFIGURATION
TOTAL

313.4

402.1

DEPLOYMENT
MECHS. DISCARDED
VV Structures
4 Booms, 10 m Long
Discarded Sail Structure
Launch Release Mechanisms
RCS (for Cold Gas System)
Total
Mass Contingency
Discarded Mechs./Structure Total

30.0
30.0
109.0
15.0
36.0
220.0
66.0

51.9
51.9
188.5
20.0
36.0
348.2
104.5

286.0

452.7

LAUNCH CONFIGURATION
TOTAL

549-4

W.8

LAUNCH VEHICLECAPABILITY

719.3

1200.0

SCIENCE
SIC TOTAL
(DRY)
Mass Power Contingecy
PropellanVPressurant for RCS

The RCS subsystem uses an advanced hot helium system
with considerable redundancy to prevent
leakage.
Table 3 represents the mass and power summary for the
baselineflightsystemandanoptionalconfiguration
considered (Option 2, representing a more aggressive sail
design). Figure 8 shows the system block diagram for the
referenced flight system concept.

17.2%
17.2%
2.5 %
19.0%
6.0%
19.5%
1.5%
4.0%

19.3%
10.8%
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Figure 8. Flight System Block Diagram
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An overview of each spacecraft engineering and instrument
subsystem is given in thefollowing sections. For each
element, the following is addressed: driving requirements,
baseline design description, mass, power, volume, and other
options considered.
Baseline Design and Deployment Description
The spacecraft structure includes the following elements:
Launch vehicle interface
Solar sail cylinder and sail deployment module
Solar sail
Sun shade
Spacecraft bus with instruments
Launch VehicleInterface-For
launch, the spacecraft is
mounted atopthe control rail and1.5-m-long x 1.5-mdiameter sail cylinder, which, in turn, is mounted on top of
the sail deploymentmodulehousingthe
sail deployment
hardware and booms. The structural load path passes from
the 1.2-m launch vehicle adapter straight through
the sail
deployment module and sail cylinder walls, picking up the
ring at the base of the 2.7-m antenna (see Figure 9). After
launch, the spacecraft is de-spun from the launch vehicle
upper stage using a yo-yo device.
Sail Deployment
S o Sl aC
ariyll i n da enrd
Module-Following
de-spinning the spacecraft from the
launch vehicle upperstage, three orthogonalbooms are
deployed from the 1.5 x 1.5-m deploymentmodule.
Thrusters are thenfired,spinningupthespacecraft
in a

controlled fashion. Boom stowage cylinders are -5% of the
deployed length and about 20 cm in diameter. The deployed
booms are -10 m long, with thrusters on the end.
The sail is comprised of six pie-shaped triangles, folded into
gores. At launch, the gores are wrapped around a 1.5-mlongx1.5-m-diameter
sail cylinder.As
thespacecraft
spins,thesailisreleased
by sequentiallyreleasing
restraining devices that allow the gores to unfurl slowly in a
controlled manner to prevent snagging and collisions.
Tethers holding the center of each gore to the sail cylinder
are then played out to form a “wheel rim” that is 410-m in
diameter. Each gore segment is unfurled into a triangle by
pulling tethers, which connect each sail segment tip to the
sail cylinder. Cartoonsdemonstratingthe sail deployment
sequence are shown in Figure 10 [8].
Aftersaildeployment,thesaildeploymentmodule,
including the booms, spin-upassembly,andthe
launch
vehicle interface structure are jettisoned from the spacecraft.
Solar Sail-The baselined solar sail is 410-m in diameter
with an 1 1-m-wide central opening. The spacecraft module
andits associatedsun shadearecentered in the 1 I-mdiameter central aperture of the sail (see Figure 11 for a
central view of the sail). Attitude control and thrust vector
pointing of the sail are provided by moving the spacecraft
massrelative tothe system center of pressure. Thisis
accomplished by moving the spacecraft on a short rail. The
spacecraft can move up and down the rail, and the rail, on
bearings that decouple the sail cylinder spin and spacecraft
spin rates,canrotate
to any position requiredforfull
sailcraft control.

Delta I I Fairing

ISP Spacecraft

Sail Cannister

Deployment
Cannister

-

Figure 9. Spacecraft in Launch Configuration
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Boom Deployment
&! Spacecraft Spin-up

Gore Deploynlent
Using Centrifugal

Gore Ikployment
Using Centrifugal

Forre

Continued
Gore
Deployment

Final Gore
Deploynlent
Achieved Soacecraft

Unfurl Sail

Sail Fully Deplowd

Gore

Figure IO. Solar SailDeployment Sequence.
providing an easy spacecraftseparationusing
a small
To minimize structure
spring-drivenseparationdevice.
mass, the 2.7-m antenna functions as the main frame of the
spacecraft. Subsystems and instruments are mounted on the
back side of the antenna, with those requiring a field-ofview past the antenna rim being mounted near the perimeter.
The antenna is assumed to be a multi-functional structure
with all electronics and cabling integrated [9]. Power will
be sent to the instruments via optical links and an integrated
flexcable on the back of the antenna. The totalsystem
cabling mass is estimated to be one-quarter of the value if
current technologies were to be used. The structures and
mechanismsequipmentlistandmass
tableare given in
Table 4.

Figure 11. Spacecraft With Sail Fully Deployed
(Central View)
Sun Shade-The sun shade is similar in concept to the Next
Generation Space Telescope (NGST) sun shade. It consists
of multilayer kapton, with the kapton sheets set apart by
structure. The sun shade is inflated and jettisoned as soon
as possible after perihelion.
Spacecraft Bus with Instruments-After reaching 5 AU, the
sail is jettisoned and the spacecraft continues toward deep
space (Figure 12). During separation, the high inertia of the
sail will ensure that it will change attitude very slowly,

5 . KEYTECHNOLOGIES
Several elements requiringtechnology developmentare
incorporated within the baselinedesign. These key items
include the solar sail, telecommunications, power, thermal
5 summarizesthe
design,andinstrumentation.Table
technology drivers and those key technologyelements
required to implement the baseline missionand system
concept.
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Figure 12. Spacecraft After Sail Jettison
Table 4. Structures and Mechanisms Equipment List

Table 5 Key Technologies and Drivers

I

Drivers

Technology

Mission Flight Time: 200 AU in 15 yrs
control
Data Return: Provide 350 bps at 200 AU
106 BOL /8.5 kg
Close Flybyof Sun: survive 0.25-AU perihelion flyby
Low Mass/Low Power Systems: instruments, S/C
structure, packaging, etc.

Key Technologies
Solar Sail: Areal density of 1 gm/m2 400-m-diameter
with
Ka-band Phased Array with IO-kW Ka-band uplink
Advanced ARPS Power Required:
of -550K
System approach for thermal loading
Instruments: 12 instruments<25 kg; enhanced science
resolutiodquality
Packaging: integral designof structure and electronics

I
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system(12.2AU).This
is because,duringthehighly
varying Sun-Probe-Earth angles of the inner solar system
trajectory, RF LGAs and MGAs are required to support the
telecommunications link.

6 . OTHEROPTIONS
CONSIDERED
Alternate Propulsion Options(Non-Solar Sail)
Chemical Propulsion with Gravity Assist Maneuvers- A
previousmissionstudyfor
an interstellarprobewas
conducted by Mewaldt, et al [lo]. Themissionscenario
examined in that study delivered a 200-kg spacecraft with a
27-kg instrument package to a heliocentric distance of 200
AU in a trip time of 25 years or less. Chemical propulsion
withplanetarygravityassistmaneuverswaschosenfor
primarymission AV. Trajectories for gravity assist (GA)
using Jupiter (J), the Earth (E), Venus (V), and powered
solarflybys (S) wereconsidered in thecombinationsof
JGA,
JSGA,
EJGA,
EJSGA,
and
VEEJSGA.
The
conclusion of the study was that an Atlas launch vehicle
would support delivery of a 200-kg spacecraft to 200AU in
approximately25years.
It assumedthespacecraftwould
haveon-board AV, theheliocentricvelocitywouldbe
limitedto 14 AU/year,anEarthflybywithradioisotope
power supplies would be required, and launch would be no
sooner than thefirst decade of thenew millennium
NuclearElectricPropulsion-Theevaluationofnuclear
electric propulsion systems for a heliopause mission focused
a total power
on an advanced reactor-based concept with
30 kg/kWe.Reactorsare
plant specific mass well below
essentially nonradioactive at launch. The reactor would be
activated at a positive Cj (beyond Earth escape) to power a
krypton-fueledionpropulsionsystem.Thepropulsion
system would carry the Interstellar Probe science payload
onanindirecttrajectory(heliocentricspiraltrajectory),
building up to a final velocity of approximately 25 AU/year
aftera
IO-yearruntime.Payloadmass
wasstudied
parametrically from 50 to 250 kg, and trip times to 250 AU
ranged from 16 to 20 years. Atlas 111, Delta IV, and Proton
Launch vehicles were considered.
Alternate CommunicationTechnologies Considered
Optical Communications4ptical communications offers a
6)
lowermass,lowerpower,andlowervolume(Table
telecommunicationssubsystemthandoes
Ka-band. It
in meeting
the
provides
little
advantage,
however,
telecommunicationrequirementswhile in theinnersolar

Inflatable HGA-A prototype for an inflatable flat plate
array is in the early stages of development. It weighs 13 kg
(not including the inflation system that weighs 4 to 5 kg)
and has a demonstrated 55-dB gain atKa-band. At this time,
thisantennaistoolargefortheISPbaselinedlaunch
vehicle. It is recommended,however,thatfuturestudies
continue to examineinflatable antenna options.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Abaselineend-to-endmission/systemdesign,basedon
advanced technologies expected to be available in the 2007
time period, is described above. A key design feature is the
application of an advanced solar sail that is expected
to
evolve, with flight demonstration(s), over the next seven or
so years. The Interstellar Probe mission concept describedin
this paper will not only advance science knowledge with the
first exploration of the boundaries of our solar system with
the galaxy, but will also lead technology development for
deep space explorationwell into the 21" century.
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Table 6. Ka-band and OpticalDownlink Comparison
Data Volume
(Mbps / week)
Telecom System

Track Duration

Contingency

Downlink Data Rate
(bps)

Science

Engineering

(hours)

Weather

Ka-Band

15.12

3.02

16

90%**

Multiplier
1.1

350

Optical

15.12

3.02

11*

70%

1.43

655

* Assumes optical ground stationsat Hawaii and Goldstone
** Optical com is more sensitive to cloud coverthan RF
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